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Canadian astronaut on Mars – ‘DIOR’.



Join us today.











Our Vision and Mission




We, The Mars Society of Canada (MSC), are committed to developing a multi-planetary future for humanity through the exploration and inhabitation of Mars. Establishing a permanent human presence on Mars is not only a logical objective, it is pivotal in the future of human life and is arguably one of the most important things that our species will ever do. It will bring profound benefit to humanity, to our home world, and to the biosphere that raised us. This will ultimately inspire and guide human societies into a new era of sustainability, environmental responsibility and peaceful coexistence. As a volunteer and membership-based organization, the MSC will help build the foundations for humanity’s leap into space and support settlement activities on Mars once it arrives. To support Canada’s participation in the future establishment of communities on Mars, we are committed to the development of educational programs, research & innovation projects and analog studies for the benefit of Canada and everyone who shares our vision. We are dedicated to the values of diversity, inclusion and sustainability and will continue to conduct outreach programs in Canada through the development of local chapters, the staging of conferences and workshops and by forging active relationships with interdisciplinary organizations in academia, industry and the government. In cooperation with our local chapters and chapters of the Mars Society throughout the world, we will develop and sustain a knowledge-exchange network that is capable of engaging our general membership, the public and space professionals with the evolving challenges of building sustainable communities on Mars with the lessons learned in the terrestrial ecosphere.












Our Focus




We are committed to public and professional engagement through education, advocacy, research and the development of local networks.












Knowledge Exchange




Learn about Mars, teach others and exchange insights to inspire and engage the public.






Learn more…
















Advocacy




Why Mars science & exploration important and who you can contact to enable action!






Learn more…
















Research




Follow Mars Analog developments and investigate other fascinating projects.






Learn more…
















Start a Chapter




Network with other enthusiasts or professionals in your community.






Learn more…





















Videos from The Mars Society of Canada


















Mars Explorer Program















Mars Habitat Design















Presentation by MSC CCO at the 2021 Mars Society Convention

















The MSC Board of Directors










Glenn Scott
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Susan Holden Martin






























Dr. Pooneh Maghoul




























Amanda Spilkin






























Dr. Hânieh M. Provencher
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Astronauts presently in space
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Rocket Launches last year
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Mars missions underway
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Mars missions planned



















Become a Member




Help us turn knowledge into reality.








Membership Level:




Crew







From $50




Per Year









Crew Level Membership Card




MarsShop Discounts




Sticker Set




Postcards from Mars Set




— 




— 










join today












Membership Level:




Captain







From $100




For Three Years









Official MSC T-shirt




Vial of Mars Simulant Soil




Captain Level Membership Card




MarsShop Discounts




Sticker Set




 Postcards from Mars Set










join today












Membership Level:




Founder







$600




Lifetime









Official MSC Dress Shirt




Vial of Mars Simulant Soil




Founder Level Membership Card




MarsShop Discounts




Framed Artwork




Board Voting Rights










join today





















Marspirations




The human factor.























The process of learning to live on Mars will drive an unprecedented age of technological advancement in arenas like energy generation and conservation, efficient water use, smarter farming techniques, material engineering, and much more.

It is not the abandonment of our home planet, it’s a new chapter in the growth in our species that will include new technologies and processes we can use here on Earth.




Evan Plant-Weir




Evan Plant-Weir




Steering Committee, The Mars Society of Canada
























Why Mars?





Continue to explore the value of Mars by clicking an icon below










Scientific Discovery and Innovation













Social and Cultural Growth











Economic Growth and Return on Investment













The Habitability of Mars











The “Fix our planet first” Fallacy













Mars Vs. The Moon











The Protection of Life from Earth













Human vs. Robotic Exploration
































Marslog




Articles and content produced by members of The Mars Society of Canada.







The Mars Explorer Program Has Volunteer Opportunities!
AnnouncementsPosted on March 17, 2024 by Glenn Scott
The Mars Society of Canada (MSC) has been actively developing the Mars Explorer Program (MEP) which …





Annual General Meeting, 2023
AnnouncementsPosted on September 2, 2023 by Glenn Scott
We are please to announce that The Mars Society of Canada (MSC) will be having its Annual General Me…





Live Broadcast from Canada’s High Arctic!
UncategorizedPosted on July 19, 2023 by Glenn Scott
Back on Mars! The FMARS-15 crew is onsite at Devon Island and will conduct a live broadcast for memb…





New Directors Added to MSC Board
AnnouncementsPosted on July 6, 2023 by Glenn Scott
We are pleased to announce the outcome of the board elections that were held last month; Dr. Pooneh …





Nominations for Directors, 2023
AnnouncementsPosted on April 24, 2023 by Glenn Scott
Nominations for the MSC Board of Directors The Mars Society of Canada (MSC) is a federally incorpora…





Space Exploration Conference, 2022
AnnouncementsPosted on September 24, 2022 by Glenn Scott






Why Mars Needs Diversity
AdvocacyPosted on March 21, 2022 by Jess Sia
In Ann Friedman’s 2014 profile of American astronaut Sally Ride, she notes that in 1990, NASA manage…





The Scale of Mars Infographic
InfographicsPosted on December 9, 2021 by Evan Plant – Weir
Though the red planet is much smaller than Earth, it makes up for it with some truly colossal geolog…





 


























Engage with us on our social networks:



	
					
													
																	
											

					
													
																	
											

					
													
																	
											

					
													
																	
											

					
													
																	
											

			


				
				













	
		
	
		
			
				
		
		Eco-Secure Website


The Mars Society of Canada practices environmental responsibility by reducing our ecological footprint: This website is hosted with wind credits.



Corporate Sponsor

	

	





		
		Find Us on Facebook!
'DIOR' the Canadian astronaut on Mars.
	

	





		
		Follow Us on X
Tweets by canada_mars 

	

	





		
		Contact Us
				[email protected]
	867.335.8776
	105 8th Street SE, Box 762, Chesley, Ontario, Canada N0G 1L0




		
Important Links
	
The Mars Society (TMS)

	
Privacy Policy

	
Legal

	
	Our Core Values and Principles
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